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profile, 173–175
  reducing station, 147–148
  reducing valve, 147, 163
relief valve, 163
  sensors for, 234–235
static, 6, 109
  steam, 146–147, 165
total, 109
  vapor, 471, 482
  velocity, 6, 109
Pressure-enthalpy diagram, 290
Pressurization (piping system), 171–178
Primary air system, 381
Problem solving, 1–2
Program timer, 263
Propeller fan, 107
Proportional band, 226
Proportional control, 226–227
Protractor (psychrometric chart), 481
Psychrometrics, 8–9, 469 ff
  adiabatic saturation, 479
  altitude effects, 482–484
  charts, 88–90, 476 ff
  cooling and dehumidifying, 479
draw-through AHU, 370
dry air, 469
evaporative cooling, 479
HVAC processes, 475
  mixing two airstreams, 475
moist air, 469
  properties, 469 ff
  saturated air, 470
sensible cooling, 477
sensible heating, 477
  wet bulb temperature, 470
Pulverized coal burner, 328
Pump, 181 ff
  cavitation, 185
  net positive suction head (NPSH), 185
  parallel operation, 186
  performance curves, 182–184
  power, 6
  selection, 185–186
  series operation, 186
  shut-off head, 184
types, 181
Pushbuttons, 262
Quality (steam), 147, 325
Quick-opening valve, 245
Radial fan, 97–98
Radiant energy transfer:
  cooling, 85–86, 314–315, 347
  heating, 85–86, 345–347
  unit heater, 342–344
Radiation, 345–346
Radiator, 345
  finned pipe, 346
Range and approach, 301
Reciprocating compressor, 292
Recorder, 265
Recovery, heat, 352–359
Reduced-voltage starter, 254, 256
Reflectance, 465
Refrigerant, 318–319
  pumped liquid, 186
Refrigeration cycle, 288 ff
  absorption, 289
  capacity control, 293
  coefficient of performance (COP), 212,
  289, 456
  mechanical, 288
  pressure-enthalpy diagram, 290
  thermoelectric, 287–288
Refrigeration equipment, 86
Register, 129
Regulations and codes, 5, 336, 409
Reheat, 371, 388
Relative humidity, 9, 471
  sensor, 232–233
Relay, 257–260
Report writing, 439
  letter reports, 444
Residential design, 19
Resistance temperature detector (RTD),
  232
Return air fan, 379–380
Reverse return piping system 167–169
Reynolds number, 448
Rheostat, 242
Rod and tube sensor, 229–230
Rooftop AHU, 382
Room criteria curve (sound), 492
Rotary air-to-air heat exchanger, 354
Rotary compressor, 293–294
Rough estimate (of loads), 26–27
Rubber-in shear (vibration isolator), 488
Runaround heat recovery, 352–354

Sail switch, 235
Saturated air, 9
Saturation adiabatic, 479
Schools, design, 21
Scotch marine boiler, 323
Screw compressor, 294
Scroll compressor, 294
Selector relay, 260
Self-contained AHU, 382
Self-contained heat pump, 390
Self-contained valve, 252
Sensible heat factor, 313
Sensor, 229 ff
  flow, 235–239
  humidity, 232–233
  pressure, 234–235
  temperature, 229–232
Set point, 224
Shading coefficient, 46
Shop drawings, 430
Shutter damper, 133
Sick building syndrome, 502
Signal conditioning, 281–282
Single-pole switch, 261
Slide damper, 133
Smoke control, 395
damper, 118
Smoke detector, 270, 395
Software, 283
Sol-air temperature, 37–39
Solar, 360
  heat gain factors, 46, 59–62
  radiation spectrum, 466
Solenoid, 257
Sorbent heat recovery system, 357
Sound (and vibration) (Cont.):
directivity, 488
frequency, 486
intensity, 486
loudness, 486
power, 486
quality, 488
transmission, 488–491
trap, 497
Space limitations, 83
Specific heat, 457
Specific humidity, 73, 367
Specifications, 415 ff
Split system:
  AHU, 84, 383
  heat pump, 390
Splitter damper, 133
Spreader stoker, 328
Spring isolator, 498
Standards and codes, 4, 336, 409
Starter, motor, 254–256
State point (psychrometric chart), 475
Static pressure, 6
Static regain (duct sizing), 123
Steam:
  boiler, 322
  condensate, 148
  flow rate and velocity in piping, 164–165
  humidifiers, 361–365
  pressure reduction, 147
  properties, 146–147
  quality, 147, 325
  superheated, 147, 325
  wet, 147
Stefan-Boltzman constant, 465
Stoker, 328
Stop valve, 163
Storm louver, 132
Stratification, 140–142
Submittal (shop drawings), 430
Swing check valve, 164
Switch, 261–262

Technical report writing, 439
Temperature, 454, 470
effect on design, 92
gradient, 461–462
sensors, 229–232
sol-air, 37–39
Temperature difference (TD) for cooling, 73
Terminal:
  heating equipment, 345
  units, 386 ff
Testing, adjusting and balancing, 433–434
Thermal conduction, 460–462
Thermal convection, 462–464
Thermal efficiency, 326
Thermal liquid boiler, 324
Thermal radiation, 464–466
Thermal storage systems, 207–211
Thermistor, 231
Thermodynamic laws, 454, 455
Thermodynamic properties, 7, 453–454
Thermodynamic wet-bulb temperature, 470
Thermodynamics, 6, 453
Thermoelectric refrigeration, 287–288
Thermosyphon heat recovery, 358–359
Three-duct MZ unit, 371–374
Three-pipe system, 214, 217
Three-way valve, 248–249
Throttling range (proportional band), 226–227
Throw, 131
Time-delay relay, 257
Timer/time clock, 263–264
Training (operator), 23, 435, 504
Transducer, 261
Transmission through building envelope, 37 ff
Transmittance, 465
Trap (sound), 497
Traveling grate stoker, 328
Turbine flow meter, 238
Turbulent flow, 448
Turn-down ratio, 246
Two-phase refrigeration cycle, 288–299
Two-pipe system, 213–216
Two-position control mode, 225
Two-position controller, 240

U factor, 37
  calculation of, 461
Uninterrupted power supply (UPS), 405–406

Unit heater, 342–344
Unit ventilator, 388

Value engineering, 2–4
Valves:
  \( C_v \) (valve coefficient), 249
  control types, 245–249
  manual types, 163–164
  operators, 250–251
  pressure reducing, 147–148, 163
  sizing, 249
  turn-down ratio, 246
Vapor pressure, 471, 482
Variable air volume (VAV), 76, 275, 386–387
Variable speed controller, 255–256, 401–402
Velocity, 448
  pattern (in duct), 463
  pressure, 7, 236
  reduction in (duct sizing), 123
Ventilation (electrical room), 408
Ventilation load, 77–78
Venting, air, 178–180
Venturi, 238, 451
Vibrating stoker, 328
Vibration (see Sound and Vibration)
Viscosity, 448
Volume (specific), 471
  control (fan), 375–381
  Volumetric efficiency, 292

Water hammer, 248
Water:
  high-temperature, 151
  properties of, 149–151
  quantity required for load, 149
  treatment, 332–333
Water-cooled condenser, 299
Water-to-air heat pump, 390
Water-tube boiler, 323–324
Wavelength, 487
Wet-bulb temperature, 470
Wheatstone bridge, 242–243
Wheel, rotary, heat recovery, 352
Windows (see Fenestration)